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Bleacher report nba trade predictions

Brandon Dill/Associated PressO Since he arrived in Houston before the 2012-13 season, Harden has almost complete control of the organization's offense. His grip on the scheme became even tighter following the arrival of Mike D'Antoni for the 2016-17 season. In four seasons since then, Harden has
led the league in the plus/minus field (... a metric based on a basketball box score that estimates a basketball player's contribution to a team when that player is on the court, the basketball reference states. His lowest finish in the MVP vote over those four years was third place in 2019-20.Even still,



whether it's repeated playoff failures, new ownership or an overhaul of the front office and coaching staff this offseason (or perhaps some combination of all of the above), Harden reportedly wants out. According to Brian T. Smith of the Houston Chronicle, Harden wants to move from the Rockets and try to
force his way through the trade to Brooklyn. Even without a two-year extension of $103 million, Harden recently declined, with Houston having a contract until at least 2021/22 (he has a player option for 2022-23). He may have been involved in Anthony Davis' last year with a New Orleans Pelicans-level
moping, and the Rockets won't have to trade him. How can they recover the value they're sending in Harden's deal? They want a proven, young star as the centerpiece along with a massive selection package, according to ESPN's Tim MacMahon, and the network probably can't offer that. Caris LeVert
and Spencer Dinwiddie are 26 and 27. Neither is the All-Star team (and neither is a lock to make one in the future). Jarrett Allen is younger (22) and does it look like he might be a solid anchor over the line, but a proven young star? That's more than just a stretch. Maybe the Nets can overcome what they
lack in the player's side of the pack with extra withdrawals, but they've been down that path before. The trio of KD, Kyrie and Harden would almost certainly have more long-term viability than Paul Pierce and Kevin Garnett had when Brooklyn made that infamous trade, but giving up most of their future
draft assets is almost always risky. Harden is 31. Durant is 32 years old and a catcher from a ruptured Achilles. The two and Irving are eighth, 12th and 12th. It's hard enough to make an offense work with just two players who dominate the ball to that degree. Adding a third can be unsustainable (put all
three of their recovery percentages over the last three seasons together and get to 97.9 per cent). It's not necessarily a no-brainer. Plus, if Philadelphia officially enters the fray, it can almost certainly top any Nets overtures by simply offering Simmons, a 24-year-old, 6'10 point guard who has already made
two All-Star teams. Harden may very well want to go into the net. That doesn't mean he'll end up there. B meter: 6-of-10 Shams @ShamsCharaniaNBA rumorsCalls to Bogdan. Bidding war for Jrue. A complaint from a rival team. Why the Bucks-Kings sign-and-trade fell apart ⬇️Jake Fischervia Bleacher
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Angeles to off unload JaVale McGee's contract (Stein) Timothy Rappvia Bleacher Report Kathy Willens/Associated PressWith Russell Westbrook reportedly asking from Houston, the Knicks have emerged as a potential business target if the price is correct. According to Marc Berman of the New York
Post, the Knicks feel they have a lot of leverage and aren't trying to give up any key future pawns, according to sources. Westbrook represents a star player the Knicks have long coveted, though one around his prime and on a terrible contract. New York will have to pay Westbrook salaries of $41.0
million, $43.8 million and-if he exercised his player option-$46.7 million over the next three years. For a team likely planning to make a splash in the 2021 free-agent class, his deal represents a massive hit in cap space. The Knicks have just $28.4 million on the books for 2021-22 (unless Julius Randle is
redeemed for $4 million), though Frank Ntilikina and Dennis Smith Jr. will be restricted free agents. Adding Westbrook's salary to their existing number is becoming $72.2 million, leaving it $39.8 million below the projected salary cap of $112 million. Here's an important outgoing trade package for
Westbrook. If the Knicks simply send out expiring deals, they'll still have max cap space in 2021, but making sure they include Randle in the deal clears up even more money. If New York can include Randle and his $19.8 million 2021-22 salary (or $4 million buyout) in the deal, however, it brings the cap
space total to $43.8 million, even with Westbrook, R.J. Barrett and Mitchell Robinson.That's enough for an elite free agent plus another starter, at least. If the Knicks have dreams of adding a third star through trade, it would make sense that they are not willing to give up all the key future pawns in a deal
for Westbrook.Getting Randle back as headliner for doesn't make much sense for the Rockets, however, so a third team may need to be brought in by Trading for Westbrook not doing much for the Knicks in the short term, but if they can flip Randle in the deal, they will be far away placed on the landing of
the star in 2021 free agency. B S Meter: No B.S. Knicks should only do a Westbrook deal if they can send Randle and keep draft picks and young talent. Talent.
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